ABSTRACT

In an apparatus with a limited keypad (100, 300) several characters can be associated with each key. Characters associated with a key are determined on the basis of the language selected (200) as the operating language of the apparatus. The apparatus comprises a memory element (302) which includes a certain part (302α) for storing information indicating which set of the possible characters entered as push-button commands is in use as well as character set tables (302β-ε) for selectively associating certain characters with each key on the basis of the information in said part (302α).
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The invention relates to the connection between characters input through a keypad to an electronic device and keystrokes. Particularly the invention relates to how several different characters can be input using one and the same key. Portable phones, paging devices and other compact electronic apparatuses usually include a smallish keypad by means of which the user can issue push-button commands to the device. The most common keypad types have number keys from 0 to 9, special character keys * and # as well as a small number of function keys such as the start call and hangup keys.

Many above-mentioned devices have additional features the use of which requires input of letters and other characters to the device. Such functions include the sending of text messages and the use of alphanumeric memo functions. Due to the small size of the devices it is usually not possible to provide them with letter keypads such as those used in portable computers, but letters and special characters are entered using the number keys. Many mobile phones have a so-called ABC key which, when pressed, allows the user to choose whether he wants to input numbers or letters. Additionally, due to the large number of letters, several letters are associated with one key so that a first push of a key produces one letter, a second push of the key in rapid succession replaces the letter with another and so forth. As there are about 25 to 30 letters in the Latin alphabet, depending on the language, there are usually about three letters associated to one number key.

There is however the problem that different languages that use the Latin alphabet have different letters and not all the letters appear in all the languages. Scandinavian languages, for example, have letters å, ö, å, æ and ø which are not used in many other Latin-alphabet languages. The French are often particular about the correct use of accent marks so that characters ï and ï have to be considered letters proper. Additionally, Icelandic, for example, has quite a number of letters which are not used in any other language. Greek has an alphabet of its own and most of the Slavonic languages are written in Cyrillic letters. In the area of former Yugoslavia some ethnic groups use Cyrillic letters and others use the Latin alphabet.

If we want to associate all or almost all the necessary characters with the number pad keys, we will easily get a great number of characters per key. Let us use the 2-key in the number keypad as an example: according to a widespread custom letters a, b and c are associated with that key. When a device equipped with such a keypad is used in the letter entering mode, a first push of the 2-key produces the letter a, the second push produces b, the third push produces c, and the fourth push produces the character 2. So we can say that the characters of the 2-key are “abc2”. If we wish to associate with the 2-key all characters in the Latin-alphabet languages that are closely related to a, b and c, we would get something like “abc2aáæææ” as the sequence of characters associated with the 2-key; that is 11 characters in all. If a Danish user wants to use the device in his own language, he has to press one and the same key 10 times to produce the character æ on the display. Totally unnecessary are the presses used to skip characters å, æ, å and æ, because these characters are not used at all in the Danish language.

An object of this invention is to provide a method and apparatus whereby a keypad having a limited number of keys can be flexibly used for entering desired letters and special characters.

The objects of the invention are achieved by associating letters and other characters with keys according to the language chosen as the operating language of the device.

The method according to the invention is characterised in that it comprises steps wherein information is produced concerning which set of the possible characters entered as push-button commands is in use and each key is associated with a subset of characters of the selected character set whereby, in response to n successive presses of a key, input is produced in the form of a language character, the ordinal number of which in the list of characters associated with that particular key corresponds to n.

The invention is also directed to an apparatus which is characterised in that it has a memory element connected to an electronic circuit interpreting push-button commands, said memory element comprising a part for storing information indicating which set of the possible characters entered as push-button commands is in use, and character set tables for selectively associating characters with keys according to the information in said part.

According to the invention the apparatus preferably associates with each key only characters that correspond to characters used in the language selected as the operating language for the apparatus. In an advantageous implementation keystrokes and the number of keystrokes have no physical connection with letters or characters, but the relations between the keystrokes and characters are made in an electronic circuit interpreting push-button commands. Changing of the characters associated with a key is carried out by a program which controls the operation of said circuit. The program receives as input a language selection by means of which the user or a programmer of the apparatus determines the language used. Since no physical changes are necessary, the number of languages as well as the number of characters associated with the languages are only limited by the size of the program memory in the apparatus. According to a proposal, all currently used letter, number and special characters will be represented by 16-bit Unicode bit sequences so that it will become possible to display over 65,000 different characters. If 130 kilobytes of the program memory in the apparatus can be reserved for the display of characters, all Unicode characters can be stored in memory and grouped into character sets so that the user can then select a character set to be used.

The invention is described in more detail with reference to the preferred embodiments presented by way of example and to the attached drawing where FIG. 1 shows a keypad wherein various character sets can be assigned to the keys,

FIG. 2 shows in the form of a flow chart part of a program which realises the method according to the invention, and

FIG. 3 shows in schematic fashion an apparatus according to the invention.

FIG. 1 shows a number keypad 100 which in outward appearance accords with a known arrangement, i.e., its keys form a matrix of four rows and three columns. The middle key 101 in the top row corresponds to number 2 but has also certain letter characters associated with it. According to the invention the selection of letters associated with key 101 depends on the language selected as the operating language for the apparatus whereof the keypad 100 constitutes a part.

In FIG. 1 a table 102 is shown on the right where rows correspond to operating languages and columns to keys in the keypad 100. Only part of the table 102 is shown so as to keep the graphic clear. The connections between key 101
and cells in table 102 are represented by arrows. If, for example, the operating language is Finnish (FI), key 101 corresponds to character sequence abcdł in alphanumeric use, and if the operating language is Danish, key 101 corresponds to character sequence abcdef in the alphanumeric mode. On the basis of this pattern a person skilled in the art can easily construct the contents of the rest of the cells in table 102 and the connections between the keys and cells.

The mutual order of characters in the cells of table 102 refers to the order in which the characters are displayed (not shown) when the user presses the key in question in rapid succession. The alphabetical order shown in the figure serves illustrative purposes only, and a suitable mutual order of the characters associated with each key in alphanumeric use can be found by studying user preferences. It is also possible to have in the apparatus a memory element which keeps count of the characters entered through each key and dynamically arranges the characters associated with each key in such an order that the most often entered character of a certain key is displayed on one push of the key, the second most often entered character is displayed on two pushes of the key and so forth. Such an arrangement results in the number of keystrokes required of the user is statistically as small as possible.

In addition to a language selection the rows in table 102 may also represent other situations affecting the selection of the character set. One option could be a row “ALL LETTERS” in table 102, corresponding to a situation in which the user wants that all possible letters are associated with the keys in accordance with a grouping rule. A grouping rule can be e.g. such that each key is associated with all the letters that can be considered to be related to the letters printed on the surface of the key. As letters abc are printed on key 101, letters abcdł are also printed, for example, could be associated with the key by the “ALL LETTERS” row of table 102.

Since it is quite a number of letters that are then associated with each key, a particularly useful feature in this option is the aforementioned memory element which automatically keeps count of keystrokes and arranges the characters associated with a key in the order according to the frequency of use. Table 102 may also contain rows connected with certain symbol or special character sets so that letters or characters associated with a certain key are independent of any language proper. From the user’s point of view, however, is simplest if the row selected from table 102 is determined on the basis of the active operating language so that the user needs not to think about which character set to use.

The simplest way of selecting an operating language is that the user interface comprises a language menu which includes all the operating language choices available. Using the general control functions of the user interface the user gets the language menu on the display and activates the language that he wants use.

FIG. 2 shows a simple flow chart which illustrates letter input through a number keypad in accordance with the method according to the invention. In block 200 the operation branches according to the operating language selected. To keep the diagram clear and simple, FIG. 2 only shows the branches corresponding to the selection of Finnish and Danish. In block 201 or 202 the apparatus detects which key in the keypad was pressed. For simplicity’s sake the figure shows only those parts of the flow chart which are related to the pressing of the “2 abc” key. A person skilled in the art can easily construct similar decision chains for the rest of the keys on the basis of the pattern disclosed here. The decision chain of a key contains the characters that are associated with that key. In the decision blocks 203a–f or 204a–f the apparatus examines whether the user pressed within a predetermined repeat interval the same key again. The length of the repeat interval can be chosen in the same way as in keypad solutions according to the prior art. Depending on the current language branch in the flow chart, repeated presses of the key produce different character inputs, depicted by blocks 205a–f and 206a–f. The characters and their mutual order are chosen in the same manner as above in Table 102 of FIG. 1. The operation continues outside the flow chart of FIG. 2 when the user presses e.g. the start call key or another key that ends the character input.

FIG. 2 uses an arrow to represent return from the last decision block 203 or 204 to the first if the number of repeated presses of a key exceeds the number of characters associated with the key. Generally it can be said that pressing a key n times in (rapid enough) succession will produce a character input the ordinal number of which in the list of characters associated with the key is [(n–1) mod m]+1, where m is the number of characters associated with the key. An embodiment can also be disclosed that has no return to the first decision block, but in order to produce a single character input each key can be pressed successively only as many times as there are characters associated with the key. Then, pressing a key n times in succession will produce a character input consisting of [(n–1) mod m]+1 characters of the character list in the character associated with the key as well as the character the ordinal number of which in the list is [(n–1) mod m]+1. According to this alternative, pressing the “2 abc” key seven times in succession in an arrangement otherwise according to FIG. 2 would produce a character input consisting of characters a and a when the operating language is Finnish (the first six presses would produce the character a and the next single press would produce the character a).

In a further embodiment of the invention, one has to press only once the key with which the characters according to the language selection are associated. In response to the press of the key the apparatus displays all characters associated with the key. The user can then use arrow keys to move the cursor (which is known from the prior art) on the display to the desired character and accept it by pressing, for example, an OK key.

The apparatus according to the invention comprises, in accordance with FIG. 3, a keypad 300, an electronic circuit 301 interpreting the key presses, an alphanumeric keypad, and a memory element 302 which contains information in block 302a concerning the character set chosen (e.g. the language selected) as well as several character set tables 302b–302n which store information about which characters are associated with the individual keys, depending on the contents of block 302a. Additionally, the memory block 302 includes program instructions according to which the circuit 301 functions. The connection between the circuit 301 and memory element 302 is preferably a two-way connection so that information stored in the memory element 302 can be altered e.g. with a push-button command corresponding to the choosing of a new operating language. Generally it is also possible to alter the information in the memory element in ways other than using push-button commands, e.g. through a special programming interface (not shown in the drawing). The reference designator 303 represents other parts of the apparatus the operation of which is controlled by the push-button commands.

The embodiments discussed are presented by way of example only and, it is obvious to a person skilled in the art that the inventive idea disclosed here can be modified within the scope of the invention defined by the claims set forth below.
I claim:

1. A method for producing character input in a portable terminal of a cellular radio system, the portable terminal having a numeric keypad (100, 300), characterised in that it comprises the steps of:
   (a) producing information (200) concerning which set of the possible characters entered as push-button commands is in use;
   (b) associating each key in the numeric keypad with a certain subset of characters belonging to the selected set of characters;
   (c) selecting a key associated with the desired subset of characters; and
   (d) pressing the key successively until the desired character is produced.

2. The method of claim 1, characterised in that in response to n successive presses of a key (203,r–203/r, 204,r–204/r) a character input is produced (205,r–205/r, 206,r–206/r) the ordinal number of which in the list of characters associated with the key in question corresponds to n.

3. The method of claim 2, characterised in that a character input is produced the ordinal number of which in the list of characters associated with the key in question is [(n−1) mod m]+1, where m is the number of characters associated with the key in question.

4. The method of claim 2, characterised in that a character input is produced which consists of (n−1) div m instances of the last character in the list of characters associated with the key in question and, in addition, the character the ordinal number of which in the list of characters associated with the key in question is [(n−1) mod m]+1.

5. The method of claim 1, characterised in that said information indicating which set of the possible characters entered as push-button commands is in use, is the same as information about the operating language of the apparatus, whereby the characters that belong to the alphabet of the operating language of the apparatus are used.

6. The method of claim 5, characterised in that it comprises stages for selecting an operating language, where the available languages are presented to the user in the form of a menu, and in response to an activation command issued by the user the language to which the activation command is directed is set as the operating language.

7. The method of claim 1, characterised in that the subsets of characters of the selected character set that are associated with the individual keys are arranged into lists in which the characters are in alphabetical order.

8. The method of claim 1, characterised in that the subsets of characters of the selected character set that are associated with the individual keys are arranged into lists in which the characters are in the order determined by the statistical frequency of use, the most frequently used character first.

9. The method of claim 1, characterised in that in response to a press of a key the characters associated with that key and the cursor are displayed, in response to presses of arrow keys indicating the direction of movement of the cursor said cursor is moved on the display, and in response to a press of an acceptance key a character input is produced consisting of the character at which the cursor is located on the display at the moment when the acceptance key is pressed.

10. A portable terminal of a cellular radio system equipped with a keypad (300) and including an electronic circuit (301) for converting presses of numeric keys into character inputs, characterised in that it comprises in connection with the electronic circuit memory element (302) which includes a certain part (302,n) for storing information indicating which set of the possible characters entered as successive push-button commands is in use as well as character set tables (302a–n) for selectively associating certain characters with each key on the basis of the information in said part (302a).
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